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Dear friends,

Where to start? I feel rather shell-shocked, and I'm not the only one. We've
been used to gentle starts to Caux summers, and this start has been anything but
gentle, but what a joy it is to see Caux overflowing with people and life, to
walk (or insinuate your way) into the dining room, and to see hosts of unknown
faces! We're at full stretch, with our first over-600 peak just past, with the
industrial session, and more than a week with over 650 in the house looming,
with the youth-hosted session, and the cities session beyond. So two of the
high points are already behind us, and two to come. We claim a second wind, and
plot where we can put extra mattresses...

The weather has so far been glorious, which helps. Long may it last - it's a
need rather than a luxury, when we have so many people. Children and adults
overflow onto the lawn for meals. And Saturday night saw a jazz band playing
out on the terrace under the trees, while we drank our coffee (am I making you
jealous?). We've also had a foretaste of a new musical that an unseen army are
labouring away to produce: 'The fantastical adventures of Mr G and Son', of
which more later!

This year's industrial session brought several participants from Eastern and
Central Europe, including a Hungarian just charged by his government with
unravelling with Austria and Czechoslovakia an ecological disaster project of
damming the Danube. Two Soviet businessmen arrived rather unexpectedly - it is
still not wholly clear who in Moscow was circulating the invitation that they
received. One of them spoke with conviction in a plenary session of the
ecological struggle to be waged in the USSR (see the enclosed press stories).
Polish and Russian translation cabins have been a regular feature of the week.
An East German economist expressed his thanks 'at being accepted into this
international community'. Half the East Germans are going to have to change
their jobs in the next year, he said. 'The past system has collapsed like a
pack of cards. There's a real value vacuum; people feel lost.' He had twice
refused job offers in the West, one at four times, the other six times, his
present salary!

Francis Blanchard, former Director-General of the International Labour

Organisation, and now a special advisor to the United Nations' Secretary
General, challenged us at the opening meeting. He warned of the creation of a
two-speed society, deeply divided between a highly qualified, technically
skilled elite, and an unemployed, nearly unemployable group. He called for an
end to the blame and finger-pointing between North and South, and pleaded for
the rich countries to pick up their share of the bill for the debt and
ecological crises.




